


DA MARIA IS A MODERN ITALIAN 
RESTAURANT IN THE OSTERIA STYLE 
AND IS THE BRAINCHILD OF AUSTRALIAN 
RESTAURATEUR, MAURICE TERZINI. 
WITH STUNNING INTERIORS BY ROMAN 
ARCHITECTS LAZZARINI PICKERING, DA 
MARIA HIGHLIGHTS THE DIVERSITY OF 
ITALIAN FOOD, WINE, MUSIC, FASHION, ART 
AND FRIENDS, WITH MORE THAN A LITTLE 
CAPRI IN THE HEART OF SEMINYAK.

THE TEAM HAVE DESIGNED A FUN AND 
ACCESSIBLE MENU THAT REPRESENTS  
A MODERN APPROACH TO SIMPLE, 
CLASSIC ITALIAN FLAVOURS, WITH PIZZA 
UNDOUBTEDLY FRONT AND CENTRE.





FULL VENUE
Capacity - 600 standing, 250 seated 
(including bar)

Minimum Spend
High Season - 250,000,000 Drinks + Food
Low Season - 150,000,000 Drinks + Food

FULL SECTION HIRE
Section 2
Capacity - 70 seated, 100 standing

HALF VENUE
Capacity - Section 2 and Courtyard
300 standing, 110 seated

VENUE HIRE

HALF SECTION
Capacity - 30-40

Section 1 - 30-40 seated
Section 2 - 30-40 seated
Garden - 30-40 sitting and standing
(weather dependant)

LARGE TABLE BOOKING
Capacity - up to 20

Groups of 15 people and over are
required to purchase the La Panarda
menu for their group

FULL SECTION HIRE
Courtyard
Capacity - 50 seated, 80 standing (weather 
dependant)

Low Season:
Extremely weather dependant





Da Maria can be hired for larger scale events and has the capacity to 
house 600+ guests in a setting like that of the great outdoor courtyards 
of Capri. We combine 2 bars, 3 restaurant sections and our outdoor 
courtyard to provide you with a bespoke event experience. With our 
full venue hire you have the freedom to experiment with layouts and 
additions whilst keeping with the atheistic of the venue. Da Maria is 
perfect for industry, corporate and music events, we have the  
capability of creating an experience your guests will not forget.

FULL VENUE
Capacity - 600 standing, 250 seated (including bar)
Minimum Spend:
High Season - 250,000,000 Drinks + Food
Low Season - 150,000,000 Drinks + Food

*Sound, stage, lighting, decorations, entertainment will be at an extra cost to the client. Da Maria have access 
to many resources and if the client would like help sourcing, Da Maria can offer these services for a fee.

*The courtyard is weather dependant and in wet season is occasionally unavailable for use, however it will not 
be closed.

*Full venue hire excludes Friday night and Sunday



HALF VENUE
Perfect for large parties that would like to host a mixed standing and 
seated event, we combined the last section and our courtyard to 
create a free flowing indoor/ outdoor event. With a private bar and the 
capability to install a second bar in the courtyard, Da Maria can give 
your guests a seamless experience in the Osteria style.

Capacity - 300 standing, 110 seated
Area - section 2 and courtyard

*Sound, stage, lighting, decorations, entertainment is unavailable for this type of hire as the venue has a 
standard and obligation to other guests

*The courtyard is weather dependent and in wet season is occasionally unavailable for hire, it is at the risk  
of the client

*Excludes Sunday dinner



PART VENUE
Whether it be a sit down dinner or a mixed seated and standing 
function enjoy the luxury of hiring an entire section for your guests, 
these areas lend themselves to pre/post-wedding dinners, corporate 
events, birthday’s or large casual group bookings. The areas are semi-
private and you will have your own dedicated waitstaff to ensure your 
evening runs smoothly.

SECTION 2
70 seated, 100 standing

COURTYARD
50 seated, 80 standing (weather dependant)

*Sound, stage, lighting, decorations, entertainment is unavailable for this type of hire as the venue has a  
standard and obligation to other guests



HALF SECTION
Large group bookings who would like a sit down dinner to celebrate 
birthday’s, weddings or informal celebrations will find a perfect setting 
in Da Maria’s restaurant areas.

Section 2 - 30-40 seated
Garden - 30-40 sitting and standing (weather dependant)

LARGE TABLE BOOKINGS
Large table bookings are available of groups up to 20 people, a group 
this size will usually be sat on two tables next to each other. We are able 
to accommodate groups larger than this however your group will be 
split across a number of tables. Reservations of 15 people and above 
are required to order our La Panarda menu. Please inform us if there are 
dietary requirements that need to be catered to.





BESPOKE EVENTS
Da Maria have the capacity to cater to your bespoke event.
Da Maria is extremely flexible when it comes to full venue event 
hire whether it be a magazine launch, fashion show, music events, 
art shows or corporate events we can adapt the venue to
create a memorable event for you and your guests. Our team 
can help build and style your event to ensure all your needs and 
special requests are met.



LA PANARDA

The Panarda is not just a meal it’s a celebration, 
this Abruzzo tradition is sometimes referred to 
as the longest meal in the world. 

House made focaccia
Prosciutto crudo - burrata
Wood roasted beetroots - ricotta salata - 
radicchio Calamari
St Andrea - ink aioli - rocket
—
Arrosticini - lemon - rosemary salt
—
Pizza - Porchetta
Mixed leaf salad
—
Watermelon

CANAPES

Arrosticini, rosemary salt, lemon
Arancini di riso
Raw beef crostini, pecorino, onion, tomato
Sardine bruschetta
Cornetto of tuna tartare
Salmon tartare, crostini, salmon roe
Calamari St. Andrea, ink aioli
 
Bomboloni
Tiramisu
Panna cotta, seasonal granita

A selection of our pastas and pizza are available 
as substantial offerings should that be required.

TAILORED MENU

Da Maria can create a tailored menu for full 
venue events and to those who are wanting to 
offer their guests a unique experience.

 *A selection of our pastas and pizza are available as substantial 
offerings should that be required.

 *Please note this menu is subject to change as our dishes are 
seasonal ad produce is not always available.

FUNCTION OPTIONS





EXQUISITE TASTE
(below)

GOURMET TRAVELLER
(below)

VOGUE LIVING
(below)

MORE PRESS
www.gq.com.au
www.gourmettraveller.com.au
www.aww.com.au
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UP CLOSE & PERSONAL

SYDNEY RESTAURATEUR

Maurice Terzini 

: It’s a real pleasure to see you here in 
Bali, so tell us, why Bali and why now?
A: Well I’ve been coming to Bali since 
the mid-80s and I didn’t really feel that 
what was happening here was right for 
me businesswise until now. Then a series 
of coincidences occurred and here I am. 
Nowadays, Bali is like an opening into the 
world. Australia is so far away, but with 
Bali’s global market, you have a global reach 
without having to get on a plane for 18 
hours or more. It’s also just the right time 
for me personally, I’m really enjoying the 
lifestyle.

: How did you get into the restaurant 
business?  
A: That’s easy, I needed a part-time 
job when I was very young and found 
that I loved working front of house, in 
restaurants. I used to be an excellent and 
passionate waiter, but eventually just lost 
the vital factor – patience! I still love the 
environment, so I turned that passion and 
experience into running restaurants. My 
parents are Italian and I grew up between 
Italy and Australia. I lived in Milan for 
a year when I was about 19 years old and 
at that time, it was the coolest city in the 
world. I still remember the first time I went 

into this little bar and just thinking “this is 
it”. In Australia, the Italian culture was very 
watered down, so my determination was to 
create a real Italian experience and to do 
Italian food properly – to present Italy with 
passion.

: What’s the overall concept? And 
how much is it based on your previous 
groundbreaking restaurants in Australia? 
A: Da Maria is a fun Italian osteria serving 
real Italian food made with high quality 
local produce sourced from the local farmers 
and producers, where possible. We’re 
already growing our own tomatoes here. 

–
By Amanda Luxford

Groundbreaking Italian-Australian restaurateur Maurice 
Terzini is shortly to open Da Maria in Petitenget, his first 
venture into Bali’s flourishing culinary scene. Exquisite Taste 
was thrilled to catch up with him pre-opening to uncover a little 
bit about the man and what we can expect from Da Maria.

Octopus Cavatelli

Food news

Chef Bill Granger 
in Tokyo.

King prawns 
wood-fired, chilli, 

black olive and 
mint at Da Maria.

Bills Ginza 
Breakfast Salad.

When a chef is formerly of London’s 
celebrated Moorish eatery Moro, you  

have our attention. NOUR has opened in 
Sydney’s Surry Hills, with Palestinian head 

chef Nader Shayeb heading up the pass.  
It’s Lebanese food but with a distinctly 

vegetable-focused bent. The lush interior 
(pictured) comes by way of DS17. 3/490 
Crown Street, Surry Hills; noursydney.com

Nour OPEN NOW:

Adelaide Hills-based ARCHITECTS OF 
WINE’s new wines are lightly yeasty, deeply 
refreshing and include (from top) 2016 Clare 
Valley Skin Contact Riesling, 2016 Clare & 

Adelaide Hills Riesling & Nebbiolo Pétillant 
Naturel and 2016 Adelaide Hills Moscato Giallo 

Pétillant Naturel. architectsofwine.com.au

Natural winesDRINK THIS:

You know MAURICE TERZINI as the 
creative mind behind Sydney’s Icebergs,  
Da Orazio Pizza + Porchetta and The 
Dolphin Hotel. He has just moved his 
sights overseas, opening up Da Maria in 
Seminyak, Bali (left). It features the same 
produce-led Italian fare he’s known for, 
with graphic blue-and-white interiors — 
designed by Roman-based Lazzarini 
Pickering Architetti — inspired by the 
1960s Amalfi Coast. damariabali.com

«Bali»

Book your tickets fast for pop-up picnic A Moveable Feast, which 
returns to Sydney’s Bondi Beach on 11 March. This year, chef 
LUKE MANGAN has designed eight-course hampers to be 

devoured at tables pressed into the sand. There will be plenty of 
Champagne and live music, too, and even a pastel dress code to 

complement the sunset. From $145. amoveablefeastevents.com.au

The raw food movement is in 
full-throttle, and Melbourne 

chocolate company Pana 
Chocolate is one of the drivers of 

the trend. You can learn how to 
make their raw, vegan, organic 

and refined sugar-free chocolate 
confections, with the launch of 

their inaugural cookbook.  
Pana Chocolate: The Recipes by 
Pana Barbounis (Hardie Grant, 

$38). panachocolate.com

Pana Chocolate: 
The Recipes

READ THIS:

DESTINATION:

«Neapoli-tin»

Favourite Australian chef BILL 
GRANGER has expanded 
his empire with a fourth Tokyo 
restaurant. Bills Ginza is situated 
within Okura House, with an 
interior (left) boasting sheened 
leather contrasted against softly 
upholstered chairs. The menu 
stays true to Granger’s fresh, 
mod-Australian approach and 
his ricotta hotcakes, thankfully, 
appear. billsjapan.com/en/ginza

Tokyo

At first it was just cocktails 
they were doing in cans. 

Now, Sydney’s Continental Deli 
has launched the gelato version 
— the Neapoli-tin (left), made 
by the best gelataria in town, 

Ciccone & Sons. continentaldelicatessen.com.au

A Moveable FeastDON’T MISS:

Italian welding house MINGARDO has joined forces with HUB 
FURNITURE to introduce Designer Faber, a range of homewares featuring 

hand-wrought, limited-edition copper, iron and brass pieces such as this 
hexagonal ‘Satin’ brass tray by Andreatti Chiara ($1160). Other collaborating 

designers include Masanori Mori and Parisotto+Formenton. hubfurniture.com.au

Edited by FREYA HERRING

BEL & BRIO  
This multifaceted eatery boasts 

a restaurant, wine bar, coffee shop, 
takeaway and grocery store within 

its folds. Much of the produce 
comes from the Bel & Brio farm 
on the NSW Central Coast, and 
an Italian thread feeds through 
the menu. The timber-, marble- 
and copper-accented interior 

is inspired by the great food halls 
of Europe. belandbrio.com.au

LOVE.FISH 
Eating sustainably has 

never been more important, 
so we love that new Barangaroo 

restaurant Love.Fish is all 
about sustainably caught 

seafood. While you’re there, 
try a native ingredient-inspired 

cocktail, or a glass of 
biodynamic organic wine from 

their all-Australian back bar. 
lovefish.com.au

LOTUS DINING 
Their colourful dumplings are 
already a Sydney staple, so the 
worker-bees of Barangaroo’s 

skyscrapers will be happy to see 
Lotus arrive on their doorstep. 
There’s a strong seafood focus 

that comes by way of their 
in-house fish tanks, and a range 
of cocktails to stop you running 

back to the office too quickly. 
lotusdining.com.au

UME BURGER 
From Japanese eatery Bar 

Ume in Surry Hills comes Ume 
Burger. It’s pretty much every 
nostalgic adult’s paradise, with 
a self-serve soft-serve machine, 
range of quirky burgers (think 
prawn or pork katsu) and an 

outdoors, diner-like feel. Drinks 
are primarily Japanese, from 

whisky to sake and yuzu-spiked 
sodas. umeburger.com/barangaroo

ZUSHI 
Sitting on the edge of Sydney 
Harbour eating fresh, raw fish 
feels wholly appropriate, given 

this particular area’s history 
as an ancient fishing spot. 
And that’s what Zushi is 

all about — beautiful sushi. 
Its izakaya-like feel means you 
can just drop in for a drink and 
a nibble if that’s all you feel like, 
then move to another venue for 

your main meal. zushi.com.au

TRENDING: Barangaroo
Following a series of high-profile pops 

ranging from Noma Australia to Belles 
Hot Chicken, it’s been all systems go in 

Sydney’s spectacular new harbourside 
dining precinct. We’ve already told you 

about CIRRUS and BANKSII, but here 
are five more restaurants on the waterfront 

you’ll want to check out pronto.

Spencer Gulf 
prawns with 
green fig salsa 
and finger lime.

Prawn dumplings.
Ume burger.

Kingfish carpaccio.
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Steve Skelly is heading our kitchen giving 
us traditional Italian flavours but produced 
in his own style. To me, Da Maria is fun, 
healthy with strong flavours; it’s all about 
crafting the Italian mood, the vibe. 

Every night in Bali is a Saturday night and I 
want this to be a place where people can get 
great food, but as the night progresses, the 
music gets turned up and people can dance 
and have a great time. It’s blurring the lines 
between a restaurant, club and bar. 

: So in a line?
A: I’m planning to offer good, simple 
drinks, good wine, great food and all in a 
fun venue, whether you want to eat, drink 
or dance. 

: How did you come up with the name? 
A: It’s typically Italian without being 
fixed to a particular style. Any name with 
“da”, which means at, is popular for an 
Italian restaurant. Maria is like a kind of 

mystery woman... It also means I can take 
the basic DNA of Da Maria in the future 
and make other restaurants with their 
own characteristics using names with “da” 
without creating a chain concept.

: You are known for stylish venues, who 
is designing Da Maria? 
A: I’m working with Lazzarini Pickering 
again. I’ve worked with Carl on eight 
projects now, including Icebergs. He’s based 
in Rome, so he really gets the Italian feeling 
that I love to convey and we have a common 
understanding. 

Da Maria, for us, is the Amalfi Coast, the 
Italian Riviera, but in Bali. The design 
brief for each project is individual, but it 
incorporates his design DNA as well as my 
own, so although the concept and menus for 
Da Maria are inspired by Da Orrazio, it’s a 
development, not a copy. 

: Is there any feature you really like?

A: Yes, Da Maria has these incredible 
peaked domes, so it feels semi-open, with 
trees and plants inside to create a lush 
feeling.

: Who is Da Maria aimed at, what’s the 
target market?
A: Our target market is everyone, eight 
to 80! I want children, my mother, rich, 
poor, surfies...everyone. I’m lucky in that 
my venues in Melbourne and Sydney are 
well recognized by a wide range of people, 
so plenty of people in Bali will already be 
familiar with what I do. 

: I’m sure Da Maria will be an instant 
success – do you have any other plans to 
expand in Asia? 
A: This is my first Asian venture, but I’m in 
the process of finalizing a beach club, which 
I hope will happen soon, which also has a 
hotel. Hotel Terzini has been my ultimate 
ambition and dream for a long time. 
(www.daorazio.com)
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INGREDIENTS

  over a peppery, robust oil)

FOR THE TOMATO PULP: 
Cut the tomatoes into quarters and remove the seeds. Press the tomatoes 
flesh side down through a fine sieve and hang in another sieve until 
excess water has run off. Discard the water, season the pulp with sea salt. 
Refrigerate the pulp. 

Slice the snapper, starting at the tail end, and slice as thinly as you can. In 
between each slice wipe your knife. Arrange the slices in a circular pattern, 
slightly overlapping. Allow 70g per person. 

TO SERVE:
Dress the fish lightly with the oil first, 1 tablespoon per plate. Follow with 
the vinegar, around 1 teaspoon each. Using a dinner spoon, distribute the 
tomato pulp in oval shapes, around five or six per plate. 

Slice the chillies as thinly as you can, seeds intact. Use around six or seven 
slices of each of the red and green chillies.

Finish with the oregano leaves. Serve immediately.

CRUDO 
SNAPPER, 
TOMATO, 
OREGANO, 
WOOD-
ROASTED 
CHILLI.

GOURMETTRAVELLER.COM.AU128 129

I“I’ve been to Bali, too” the shirts used to say. 
Today it might as well be “My other restaurant is 
in Bali”. Australian restaurateurs are turning out 
on the island in force – not for the quick buck, 
but for the long haul. 

“I love Bali, but especially now that the restaurant 
and entertainment scene is becoming increasingly 
sophisticated,” says Maurice Terzini, who opened his 
first overseas venture in the Balinese hotspot of 
Petitenget in November. The force behind Bondi’s 
Icebergs Dining Room & Bar and Da Orazio Pizza & 
Porchetta and The Dolphin in Surry Hills is the latest 
in a conga line of Australian chefs and restaurateurs 
dreaming big in Bali. Frank Camorra opened MoVida 
Bali last year, Melbourne chef Geoff Lindsay opened 
Saigon Street in 2015, and before that came Robert 
Marchetti (Double-Six hotel), Will Meyrick (Sarong, 
Mama San) and Adrian Reed (Motel Mexicola).

“Coming here in the 1980s, Bali was essentially a 
party island, but it’s now evolved as a serious culinary 
destination,” says Terzini, “and I’m ready to be part of 
that growth.” 

Also in Petitenget, the Balinese outpost of MoVida 
occupies the lobby of Katamama, a landmark boutique 
hotel opened last year in the wildly popular Potato Head 
Beach Club complex. “We’re actively avoiding  
the Bali clichés,” says Ronald Akili, the 35-year-old 
co-founder and CEO of Jakarta-based PTT Family, 
which owns hotels, restaurants and Potato Head 
properties in Hong Kong, Singapore, Jakarta and Bali. 
“We’re looking at representing a modern Indonesian 
style that my generation can identify with through 

design, art, cultural practices, food.” The group’s new 
restaurant, Kaum Bali, which studiously looks to 
indigenous recipes and produce from across the vast 
Indonesian archipelago, marks another new direction in 
Bali hospitality. It’s in our guide to some of the best new 
eating, drinking and lodging experiences on the island. 

EAT

DA MARIA
Da Maria’s cool blue-and-white palette and geometric 
styling was inspired by 1960s courtyard restaurants  
on the Amalfi Coast and the work of legendary Italian 
designer Giò Ponti. It’s Maurice Terzini’s vision of  
a modern Italian osteria-pizzeria-bar in a tropical 
setting, designed by Carl Pickering, of Rome-based 
Lazzarini Pickering Architects. Three tiled fountains  
sit beneath chandeliers and a ceiling – dubbed “Bali’s 
Sistine Chapel” by Pickering – hand-painted with 
Ponti-inspired motifs and studded with skylights.  
The modern regional-Italian menu focuses on simple, 
classic flavours and locally sourced produce. “Flavours 
my parents would recognise, but food they wouldn’t 
cook,” says Terzini: expect porchetta, wood-grilled 
seafood and Neapolitan-inspired pizze made with 
dough fermented for 24 hours and baked in lava-stone 
ovens. Open for dinner nightly and brunch Sunday, 
its gears change after 10pm to late-night drinking, 
pizza and dancing, with DJs spinning “house music 
for holiday people”, and the busy front bar mixing 
house-made spirits and Campari-based blends. Open 
daily 5pm-2am, brunch Sunday 11am-3pm. 170 
Jalan Petitenget, Petitenget, +62 822 3773 3099,  
damariabali.com

NEW MOVES
Above from left:  
Sydney restaurateur 
Maurice Terzini at  
his new Da Maria  
in Bali’s Petitenget; 
Sundays Beach Club.

LIFE’S A BEACH
Clockwise, from left:  

Da Maria; Sundays Beach 
Club; Da Maria’s 

bomboloni, and Antica 
Margherita pizza.

KAUM BALI
The menu is part culinary treasure hunt, part delicious 
ethnographic research project drawing on recipes and 
cooking techniques from some of Indonesia’s 600-plus 
ethnic groups. Kaum’s brand director Lisa Virgiano and 
chef Antoine Audran have worked closely with remote 
communities and small-scale farmers for the past four 
years to ensure the ingredients are as authentic as the 
recipes; an Acehnese dish such as gulai udang Aceh, for 
instance, has prawn, okra and plantain cooked in  
a sauce based on fresh curry leaves grown in the remote 
western province. Kaum, meaning “tribe” in Bahasa 
Indonesian, opened in October on the first floor of 
Potato Head Beach Club. Expect communal dining and 
big flavours: the likes of a traditional central Javanese 
coconut-based soup called bobor daun kelor, studded 
with snake gourd and moringa leaves and served in  
a whole coconut, say, and an array of fresh regional 
sambals – we particularly like the version originating in 
Kalimantan that’s made from roasted black kluwak nuts 
and mixed-chilli relish. Open daily noon-4pm and 
5pm-midnight. Potato Head Beach Club, 51b Jalan 
Petitenget, Seminyak, +62 361 300 7990, kaum.com

SUNDAYS BEACH CLUB 
Set on an idyllic private beach at the base of 150-metre 
cliffs near The Ungasan Clifftop Resort, the former 
Finns Beach Club has a new name and new tree 
house-style bales for oceanfront massages. But 
otherwise Sundays retains the laid-back vibe that  
has made this five-year-old venue so popular. A day 
pass includes the use of towels, WiFi, bean bags, 
sunbeds, water-sport gear and a food and drink credit. 
The revamped all-day menu covers well-made Asian 

staples (nasi goreng, tom yum), considered 
comfort food (beef rendang calzone, barramundi 
tacos) and cocktails and wine served in a 
Robinson Crusoe-style bar and restaurant. Stay 
for dinner under the stars and to toast s’mores 
around the bonfire. Open daily 9am-10pm;  
day passes $30 adults, $5 children three to 11, 
free under three. Jalan Pantai Selatan Gau, 
Ungasan, +62 811 833 1320, 
sundaysbeachclub.com

JUNGLE FISH
Imagine a beach club without a beach and minus the 
ocean. High above Ubud’s Osh River, in the boutique 
Chapung Se Bali Resort & Spa, is Jungle Fish, aka the 
“No-Beach Beach Club”. It has a split-level restaurant 
and bar, and an adjoining infinity pool and deck 
populated by cabanas and hanging daybeds, surrounded 
by jungle and with the requisite breezy, relaxed vibe of  
a beach club. The all-day menu lists modern pan-Asian 
and Mediterranean dishes based on produce from the 
hotel’s organic gardens, such as Greek lamb wraps, Thai 
fish burgers and pandan crème brûlée. Linger over long 
breakfasts, lunches and spa treatments by day, and 
evening poolside snacks. Or head upstairs to refined  
Di Abing for an Asian-Med dinner on a candlelit 
veranda. Open daily 7.30am-10pm; day passes from 
$10 adults, $5 children six to 12, free under six. 
Chapung Se Bali Resort & Spa, Jalan Raya Sebali, 
Keliki, Ubud, +62 361 898 9104, junglefishbali.com

SAIGON STREET
Bali’s best Vietnamese is served in this fun dining 
room with lime-green wood panelling, exposed> 
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STAR TURN
Mandapa, a Ritz-Carlton  

Reserve, in Ubud. 
Opposite: Da Maria.

The restaurant and hotel scene on 
Australia’s favourite holiday island has 
never been more exciting and Australian 
chefs, owners and restaurateurs are leading 
the charge, writes Samantha Coomber.

PHOTOGRAPHY PRUE RUSCOE

BALI’S

WAVE
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PRESS

http://www.gq.com.au/lifestyle/travel/aussie+restaurateur+maurice+terzini+swaps+bondi+for+bali,48067
http://www.gourmettraveller.com.au/travel/travel-news-features/2016/11/da-maria-bali-maurice-terzini/
http://www.aww.com.au/latest-news/travel/guide-to-bali-in-2017-30444


CONTACT

E. info@damaribali.com
T. 03619348523
Jalan Petitenget no170


